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THE PROPOSED WORK

The work I will make for the final exhibition will be a design solution to a self-generated brief, that will aim to raise awareness towards 
environmental implications of ocean plastic waste. This will be communicated through the branding and packaging of a food product. I will 
explore using recyclable, and potentially biodegradable, materials to communicate a message of reducing plastic waste and encouraging 
social responsibility. 

How does this work expand on, extend or grow out of work you have done before?

This project expands upon my investigation towards raising awareness about the environmental implications of ocean plastic. My past work 
narrowed this extensive subject down by investigating the effects of ‘plastic as an invasive material in the ocean’, focusing on how animals 
are affected through entanglement and the consumption of microplastic particles. I designed a campaign to raise awareness towards these 
issues and promote social responsibility through audience engagement/participation. 
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THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF THE WORK

The historical/background research that has helped me form an understanding of and provides links that can be made to work of a previous 
time and place include that of:

• History of branding and identity; relevance to design practice
• Packaging and pattern design
• The 80’s Memphis design movement and Neo-Memphis

Researching the history of branding and identity and its relevance to design practice helped to inform my understanding of how branding was 

established and evolved throughout the years due to technological, marketing and philosophical advancements. My research also informed me 

on the differences between ‘brand’, ‘branding’ and ‘brand identity’ and what a designer should consider when using illustration, pattern 

making and package design for the brand identity of a client.  

My investigations on packaging and pattern design informed my understanding of the primary purposes and functionalities of packaging and 

pattern design. I explored areas of functionality, presentation, sustainability and storytelling through imagery to develop a brand identity that 

relates to both package and product. I acquired a lot of relevant and informative quotes to extend my thinking. 

Researching the 80’s Memphis design movement provided me with historical knowledge regarding these art styles. I learnt of the underpinning 

ideas and philosophies behind the Memphis Movement which aimed to do away with modernist views by turning everything clean and 

minimalist on its head, instead drawing influence on Art Deco’s striking geometric shapes, Pop Art’s prominent use of bright, bold colour 

palettes and 1950’s Kitsch (Busche, 2016) – a term which originated in the 19th century to describe art of poor taste, over the top in detail or 

merely lacking in refinement (“Kitsch,” n.d.). Memphis design consists of bright, gaudy colours, exaggerated graphic geometric shapes, 

patterns and forms (Zara, 2015). Recently, the term ‘Neo-Memphis’ has come about as elements of Memphis design have made a comeback in 

contemporary fashion, graphic, web and interior design industries. 
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THE IDEAS CONTENT OF THE WORK

Three relevant ideas and themes that underpin and are in dialogue with my work are:

• Plastic waste in the ocean
• Social responsibility
• Sustainable practice in packaging design

These themes and ideas are in conversation with and deepen the meanings attached to 

my work by discussing a current environmental issue on how plastic is drastically 

affecting our marine animals/habitats and explaining our role in its prevention through 

social responsibility. Through sustainable practices and packaging, consumers can be 

made aware and can change their choices and habits to help our environments survive.  

My extensive research into ocean plastic waste has lead me to learn just how severe this 
contemporary issue is. I am now informed as to just how much plastic swims amongst 
the oceans (over 150 million metric tons, Ruggery, A. 2017) and some chilling predictions 
into the decline of our coral reefs, fish and marine life. I understand that plastic is 
affecting the habitats, food chains and decline of marine animals, from the smallest of 
krill to large whales. This issue also affects mankind through implications such as plastic 
consumption, pollution, loss of crucial habitats and animals and more. I have linked this 
issue with social responsibility and sustainable practice to determine how we are 
currently, and can continue to make changes to this world-wide issue through the 
products and materials we use. Local supermarkets such as Countdown are taking a 
stance in reducing plastic, looking to phase out all plastic bags by the end of the year. 
They already have tote bags as an alternative. 

  "Plastics production has increased twentyfold since 1964    

yet just 5% of plastics are recycled effectively,

while 40% end up in landfill and a third in fragile

ecosystems such as the world’s oceans."

— The Guardian 2016
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MY TARGET AUDIENCE

I chose my proposed project to be aimed at millennials, namely ‘New 

Zealand’s working professionals in their 20’s – 30’s who purchase 

takeaway meals on the go’. In short, here are the reasons why:

 

• Millennials make up the majority of the working population 

and my project is about packaging for a popular and 

convenient takeaway style food, sushi. 

• Millennials are environmentally and socially conscientious and 

my project is about making sustainable packaging to minimise 

plastic waste.

• Millennials are shown to be the most willing to pay for 

sustainable, environmentally friendly products.

• Millennials enjoy a touch of nostalgia and my idea to further 

explore the implementation of Memphis Design in a 

contemporary format (Neo-Memphis) into the illustrative style 

of my packing is within the appropriate timeline for this target 

audience. Memphis Design being established in the 1980’s. 
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THE RELEVANT PRACTITIONERS

Parley (for the Oceans):

How does their work inform my own project?

Parley helped me back in my studio project as they were the first 

group of creatives and thinkers I stumbled upon who band together 

with companies, brands and communities in the effort to raise 

awareness towards the detrimental effects of ocean plastic pollution. 

They are involved in a lot of projects which utilise the recycling and 

reusing of ocean plastic. The fundamental aspects of Parley that have 

helped to inform my project are their:

• Ethos on environmental awareness on ocean plastic

• Ethos on creating social conscientiousness 

• Use of recyclable materials to make sustainable products

Figure 1. Soma teams with Parley to make sustainable bottles, (Parley, n.d.). 

  

Figure 2. Ocean plastic shoe, Parley collaboration with Adidas, (Parley, n.d.).   
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THE RELEVANT PRACTITIONERS

Ecoware NZ

How does their work inform my own project?

Ecoware manufactures packaging made from plant materials as 

opposed to oil. They are New Zealand's first ‘carboNZero certified 

packaging’ company. They provide a full range of sustainable food 

packaging that is made from annually renewable resources such as 

corn-starch and bamboo fibre. The fundamental aspects of Ecoware 

that have helped to inform my project are their:

• Ethos on environmentally friendly packaging and practice

• Ethos on creating social conscientiousness 

• Use of recyclable and biodegradable materials to make 

sustainable products

Figure 3, 4. Sustainable packaging  from NZ, using 

environmentally friendly plastics and biomaterials (Ecoware, 

n.d.).
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THE RELEVANT PRACTITIONERS

Wanqi Yeo:

How does her work inform my own project?

Wanqi’s mooncake branding and packaging has helped to inform my 

work by inspiring me to explore these particular qualities: 

• The handmade qualities of the work

• Using type and illustration to story tell and design patterns

• The idea of the interior surprising and engaging the target 

audience

Figure 5. Handmade and hand illustrated packaging that tells the story of the food, (Yeo, 

2014). 
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THE RELEVANT PRACTITIONERS

Natasha Frolova, Jessica Sjöstetd, and Louise Olofsson:

How does their work inform my own project?

The Mochiice branding and packaging project has helped to inform my 

work as I want to consider:

 

• Environmentally friendly/sustainable packaging design practice

• Carrying a brand across a range of products

• Understanding how to enhance the functionalities of packaging: i.e. 

carrying, how it opens etc.

Figure 6 and 7. Mochiice packaging and branding, (Johnson, 2015).
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THE RELEVANT PRACTITIONERS

Nathalie du Pasquier:

How does her work inform my own project?

Nathalie Du Pasquier has helped to inform my work as she is one of the 

founders of the 1980’s Memphis design movement. I am interested in 

adapting some of their techniques in my work such as: 

 

• Kitsch colours, geometric shapes and patterning

• Applying these techniques to an array of objects

I am interested in using this iconic 80’s art style for its now nostalgic, 

retro qualities which resonate well with the target audience I have 

chosen. 

Figure 8. Memphis Group-inspired collection from American Apparel, (Horrowitz, 2015).  

Figure 9. A quirky pattern made by Nathalie in 1984, (Pasquier. (n.d.).
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THE RELEVANT PRACTITIONERS

Yoko Honda:

How does her work inform my own project?

I am really interested in Yoko Honda’s Neo-Memphis work as she has 

a lot of talent in working with this particular art style. Not only does 

she make beautiful digital art, she uses her illustration techniques to 

make patterns and work that is applied to textiles, brands and 

objects like enamel pins, album covers, drinks, gaming machines and 

more. The main aspects of Honda’s work that I am interested in 

using to inform my own work is the: 

 

• Use of Memphis design in a contemporary Neo-Memphis style

• Bright, bold kitsch colours, patterns and geometric shapes

• Digital drawing, pattern making 

• Colour palette is bright and bold yet soft 

• Applies work to an array of objects, including packaging and 

apparel

Figure 10. Bright and fun flamingo pattern, (Yokopium, 2018). 

Figure 11. Retro shop interior wallpaper, (Yokopium, 2018). 

Figure 12. Collection of patches and an enamel pin, (Yokopium, 2016). 

Figure 13. Neo-Memphis shirt design, (Yokopium, 2017). 
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Figure 14. A collection of enamel pins by Pete Cromer, (Shelton, 2016). 

THE RELEVANT PRACTITIONERS

Pete Cromer

How does his work inform my own project?

The naivety of Pete Cromer’s animal compositions was 

inspirational for me when making my marine characters in my 

Studio Project. Cromer will further inform my new body of work 

because of his: 

 

• Contemporary use of bold, somewhat ‘kitsch’ colour 

palette in reference to Popular art and Memphis 

• Contemporary use of striking organic and geometric 

shapes in reference to Memphis 

• His naïve illustrative style that heralds a playful, 

imaginative quality

I am interested in applying these elements into further 

development of my marine characters by applying similar shapes 

to add an interest of Memphis design to my characters. 
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DATA COLLECTION, MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH

To define the ‘design problem’ for my client led brief I had to collect information about 
all of the historical research, issues and themes research, practitioner research and 
environmentally friendly material research. I also looked at costings on paper and 
cardstock from EIT and outside sources like Kmart, Aaron’s Emporium and the 
Warehouse Stationery. I have also sent out an email to Ecoware requesting for some of 
their product samples as they are made from biodegradable materials. I sent out an 
inquiry form to an enamel pin company called PinSource as to what the costings would 
be for their hard enamel pin-making services. I am yet to hear back from both 
companies. 

 
The materials and technologies research that I undertook to explore my objectives were: 

The material research that I undertook to explore my objectives were making four mock 
up packages, each out of a different material: Recycled cardstock, textured white paper, 
Kraft paper and white glossy cardstock. 

This small investigation helped me with understanding how each material reacted to 

being folded as well as got me thinking about the composition of the package itself. I 

noticed that the textured material proved most difficult to fold. Two of the boxes were 

quite tall and I am also unsure about having the handles on the product as I am still 

thinking of ways to get my packaging to double as a sort of info-graphic or poster that 

people could keep. I also need to consider a material that will accept printing on it. I feel 

there is more investigation required in this area before I order any specific materials. 

I have also had previous experience last semester (in my Ideas of the Year) project with 

the laser cutter and feel quite confident in using it again. 
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DATA COLLECTION, MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH

Update: I received a reply from Ecoware and it looks as though they’re going to send me 
the packaging items I requested! 
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$468.31 left

ESTIMATED COST OF MATERIALS/SERVICES

At the end of my studio project, I tracked my spending through the Google Sheets that 

Roger kindly set up for us at the start of the year. I currently have a total of $468.31 left 

on my budget. 

 

The main materials and services that I will be using are: 

 

● Paper, cardstock, cardboard

● Printing off work

● Enamel pin making service

● Possibly tee shirt and transfer iron on paper

 

The main tools and technologies that I be using are:

● Scissors, kraft/exacto knife

● Uhu glue

● Pencils, eraser, ruler, pens 

● Cutting board 

● Adobe Suite on my Mac

● Possibly markers or felts for analogue drawing

● Possibly Laser cut printer

I estimate that my project could cost anywhere between $150 - $250. I have sent out an 
inquiry for how much it would cost to get my enamel pins made through a company 
called PinSource in New Zealand. I would most likely source my paper and cardstock 
through the school as we have a lot of it on campus. Kmart have Kraft paper packs for 
$3- $5, while Warehouse stationery sell iron on transfer paper for $36. The Warehouse 
and Kmart also sell cheap blank shirts for $4, for printing onto. 
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TASK LIST & CREATIVE PROCESS

Make a list of all the steps or phases you will go through in making the proposed work in the order you 
will carry them out: 

        Week 1 - 3:
Packaging concepts – think about what functions I want the packaging to do, how it will open/fold/close. Start with sushi 

container move onto cups, takeaway bags, soy sauce, chopsticks, napkins

Pattern concepts for packaging & branding 

A brand name and logo concepts

Changing my characters to update them into Memphis look and poses

Start concepts for enamel pins

Selecting information  on ocean plastic to make concepts for an illustrative story to go inside my packaging 

Come up with any slogans or sayings to go on packaging and in branding

Additional research/ ongoing reflections

 

Week 4 - 5:

Packaging mock ups and reflection on materials, shape, functionality etc.

Pattern trials, developments – applying them to packaging mocks to test

Logo developments/final (name should be selected to work with)

Starting concepts for business cards, tee shirt (staff uniform)

Finish enamel pin designs, get ready to send to factory

Start sticker designs and packaging

Additional research/ ongoing reflections

 

         Week 6 - 10:

Ongoing refinements within all areas of branding and design, digital drawing, pattern making etc.

Refining all packaging

Preparing files for laser cutting and printing

Focus more on other apparel– getting it to a finished point

Start preparing for exhibition, scoping space, gathering plinths etc

        Week 11 - 12:

        All work should be at a finished standard at this point

        A bigger focus on preparing exhibition space, objects like painting plinths etc

 

This body of work will be extended/developed/refined/advanced in BVAD 
7.60 in the following ways: 

• Thumbnail sketches and concepts

• Ongoing self-reflections of work and tutor-based feedback

• Developmental sketches

• Material mockups to determine most appropriate design

• Digital drawing and colouring 

• Colour tests via printing onto materials

• Using clean cutting and folding tools/techniques 

• Keeping in sync with a self-initiated timeline

• Documenting ongoing process

• Leaving room to scope exhibition space and set up in accordance 

with body of work

Discuss how through a creative process you will ensure that this proposed 

work will be resolved and of exhibition quality.

I will be making a timeline based on my task list and pinning it in my 

studio so that I can have a visual layout to refer to. This will help to keep 

me organised and on task. I will be going through a typical design process 

of creating concepts, making mock ups and tests and developing ideas to 

move into a refining stage. Ongoing self-reflections, documentation of 

processes and tutor feedback will also take place. I aim to leave 1 -2 

weeks for the preparation of my exhibition space and set up. 
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POSSIBLE FUTURE EXTENSIONS/DIRECTIONS

I could use illustrative storytelling, in conjunction with environmentally friendly packaging, to generate environmental awareness and social 

responsibility across a range of popular fast food chain stores that currently use similar single use plastic containers (such as Chinese, Indian and Thai 

takeaway shops). 

Implementing environmentally friendly, even biodegradable, food packaging across the fast food industry would certainly contribute to a reduction of 

our yearly plastic waste.

Figure 15. Environmentally friendly takeaway packaging, (Schenkel, 2016). 
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DESIGN A BRIEF

Project overview

 

I am designing the branding and packaging of a food product that will raise awareness towards 

environmental implications of ocean plastic waste. This will be communicated through illustration 

and the use of recyclable, and potentially biodegradable, materials to communicate a message of 

reducing plastic waste and encouraging social responsibility. I am to explore implementing the art 

style of Memphis/Neo-Memphis to inspire a sense of nostalgia with my audience and create a 

brand personality that is somewhat playful and 'retro' yet contemporary, environmentally friendly, 

functional and informative. 

Target audience

Generation: Millennials: ‘New Zealand's working professionals in their 20’s – 30’s who purchase 

takeaway meals on the go’. 

Deliverables

Packaging and branding                                                                       

- Logo, business card, shop sign with logo, sushi takeaway container, miso soup/drinks cup & 

lid, soy sauce container, chopsticks packaging, napkins, takeaway bags, any labelling or 

sleeves for packaging

 

Apparel

- Customer coupon for specials, enamel pin set, sticker packet, tee shirt uniform for staff

Budget

Balance in account: $468.31

I estimate the project will cost anywhere between $150 - $250

Predominant costs will be on printing and materials to make packaging, enamel pins, stickers and 

tee shirt prints.
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